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Digital Legends’ third person shooter 

Respawnables is an amazing game that, previously 

had no ASO optimization in neither Google Play 

nor the App Store since its launch in 2012.

In fact, only a basic keyword research had 

been carried out in a few languages. Icon and 

screenshots were decided with stable 

results but no A/B testing had been taken into 

consideration.

Given our expertise in the field, Digital Legends 

decided to use Lab Cave’s ASO Services to run a 

thorough ASO audit and set a clear goal.

By combining our expertise and cutting edge ASO 

BOT technology, we completed two ASO updates 

in Google Play and the App Store, where we applied 

a complete new ASO position of the product 

including new icon and screenshots. In addition, 

we ran A/B tests for icons, screenshots and 

feature image in Google Play.

The main objective was to improve Respawnables 

ASO to, firstly, gain more organic visibility in 5 

geos per platform and, secondly, to improve the 

visit-to-install conversion rate.

On Google Play, the languages were Portuguese 

(Brazil), English (US), Spanish (LATAM), Russian, and 

German. For iOS, English (US), Simplified Chinese, 

Spanish (MX), French and Japanese.

Based on the organic daily traffic, the goals were 

to increase the volume between 50 and 700% in 

those specific countries. Results ended up being 

higher.
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Results

Respawnables

The results after using Lab Cave ASO services have been outstanding.

As can be seen in the charts, we’ve been able to not only exceed our objective number of installs in those 

specific geos in the majority of the cases, but we’ve also managed to increase the number of daily downloads 

by 223% on Google Play and by 425% on App Store, maintaining and continuously increasing the volume 

range from that point onwards.
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